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FROM PRINCIPAL'S DESK....
Dear Parents,
Another wonderful summer camp came to an end. As I pause to reflect on it all, my heart is full of
gratitude for our staff, for our students and parents who have entrusted their children to us.
I thank all the dynamic staff who worked tirelessly all summer to provide our children with an
astounding experience! I am grateful for each one’s dedication, professionalism and enthusiasm.
Students were engaged and engaging, open to trying new things and eventually have acquired new skills
and grown in confidence.
I would like to thank all the parents who trusted, supported, and encouraged us along the way! We
absolutely could not do this without you. We are grateful that you shared your greatest treasures with us
this summer. We appreciate the ways that you supported your children’s growth by encouraging them.
As the days ahead grow cooler and the leaves begin to change, my hope for each of our students is that
they will not only remember their camp experiences with fondness but that they’ll build upon them,
continuing to take charge and go for it, learn from mistakes, set goals and pursue them and enjoy the
company of new acquaintances who quickly become friends.
Yes, what a wonderful summer! Thank you for being an important part of it. we would keep waiting to
have you back again next year.
And now that the school has reopened after summer vacation, I expect all students to focus on their
studies as their first Periodic Test examinations have started. I know along with the summer camp, each
one of them you must have spent few hours for studies as well and are prepared to take up the
examinations in the true spirit.

Do your best and leave the rest in God’s hands”.

“

SUNEETHA K
Principal
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FROM EDITORIAL BOARD....
Success on your way…

The way to success is paved in listening.
Listening pertains to observation and
observation leads to execution. Some

There is the way where is a will. There
should be a burning desire to pursue the
objective. There may be hurdles but the
obsession pushes a person achieve the
goal. But we need to understand the goal
first. In case one should revise the daily
activity and find out what went wrong,
which field left with a drawback and
where one needs to improve. Constantly
we need to bring out the solid reason
and set the dreams. These days teachers
are the one who have to be on the toes to
prepare their students achieve overall
success in the exams and the students
need to fulfil their dreams. Every child is
this or that way dear to the teachers.
They want the students score more and
more.

Unfortunately

everything

where if one fails to exhibit properly,

Rimmi Verma
Chief Editor

feels insulted and this gives birth to a
strong

desire

to

be

successful.

So

children the zist is one should not be
afraid of failure rather try to be firm of
displaying the indefinite ideas that occur
to your mind in special ways while
learning , mould them in your answers
and success would not leave you. One
needs to be unique in presentation. Be
independent of presenting the facts in
your way, you don’t need to mug -up.
Our good habits, good behaviour and

Gagandeep Kaur
Editor

well-wishers become our ladders to
success. Best wishes to all the teachers,
students and parents once again to first
round of exams. Keep honesty, keep
listening, meet the BEST. Regards.

depends on the marks. The talent to
achieve more should be developed .

Rachana Wilson
Editor
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SUMMER CAMP

Camp...
Where strangers become
friends and friendships
last forever.

It is always interesting when some
thing different is around providing
chance to improve the skills in a
positive way. It also provides the
vocational training what can be opted
in future as hobby or earning
perspective. Special Performance
Event which was conducted on 15th
June 2021 for grades 1 & 2 and on 16th
June 2021 for grades 3 to 8, the
activities were provided through
whatsapp that encouraged the
participants fulfilling the requirement
and reaching up to the expectation.
At the end of the camp, the confidence
level and the ability to tackle social
situations also increases. Wishing
Happy and Healthy environment
everywhere.

From grandparent’s home to home
work to home and summer holiday is
over. Demand of the day is different,
as for full growth, socialization is
needed and one should be self
equipped with different skills. These
skills can be well achieved by
summer camps. Unsung hero’s that
provide opportunities for early
leadership development summer
camps are nurturing the unseen
talents of children making them
consistent with their actions, during
the lockdown connecting with nature
and society is a challenge and pass
the
deserted
days
without
communication is tough.

Mount Litera Zee School ,Nagpur
was on the toes to give the students
better time and spend with their
hobbies with motto “Do what you
can, with what you have, wherever
you are,” for grades 1 to 8 from
03rd June 2021 to 16th June, 2021.
The captivation was out as ESummer camp was in with acting,
dancing,
painting,
exercise,
drawing, singing, playing musical
instrument, best out of the waste,
art and craft and fun activities and
many more.
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SPECIAL DAYS

FATHER'S DAY

BICYCLE DAY

One of the most important days of my life, was when I
learned to ride a bicycle.” – says Michael Palin
It is true that every child wants to ride a bicycle when one
comes to notice it.Wheel was invented and life changed,
bicycle was invented and it brought life. If we want
pollution free atmosphere we should use bicycle for to and
fro. The first bicycle day was celebrated on June 3, 2018.
Professor Leszek Sibilski, Polish social scientist working
in the United States, led a grassroot campaign with his
sociology class to promote a UN Resolution for World
Bicycle Day.
To bring awareness to be fit and healthy World Bicycle
Day is celebrated every year on June 3. This year, the day
fell on Thursday. The day aims at developing a culture of
cycling for basic transportation, commutation, and
strengthening physical and mental health.

“The quality of a father can be seen in the goals, dream,
aspirations he sets not only for himself, but for his family”.

To lift this quote up, and to show their love and
affection towards their father our little Mount Literans
of Grades I, II & III celebrated

“Father’s Day” virtually #Dad and Me.
“

The children shot videos at homes in which they sang a
duet song with their fathers. Children included different
musical instruments in their videos too. E-certificates
were given to the students for their wonderful
participation. It was a joyous celebration enjoyed by the
children and their fathers. Wishing Happy Father’s day .

Mount Litera Zee School- Nagpur, celebrated World
Bicycle Day on 3rd, June 2021. Co-Scholastic Teacher’s
team conducted a special assembly by showing a power
point presentation to help the students understand the
importance of World Bicycle Day in our lives. Theme of
the assembly being "Aim at developing a culture of
cycling for basic transportation, commutation, and
strengthening physical and mental health.”
Usually, on this day people would join others on a
bicycle ride around town and hold other events that
would involve bicycles. But this year due to lockdown
there was no any huge public gathering as past years.
The humble bicycle has the potential to save the planet.
Cheers to the bicycle. Bicycle is an affordable transport
and does not threaten the environment either and thus
gives a win-win situation to society. Happy World
Bicycle Day!
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SPECIAL DAYS

YOGA DAY

“Yoga is a light, which once lit will never dim. The better your practice, the brighter
your flame.”
June 21, also called summer solstice, is the longest day of the year. Therefore, it was
decided that the International Yoga Day would be celebrated on this day. This year's
theme was "Yoga For Wellness".
"Yoga is an invaluable gift of India's ancient tradition. It embodies unity of mind
and body; thought and action; restraint and fulfillment; harmony between man and
nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being. It is not about exercise but to
discover the sense of oneness with yourself, the world and the nature. By changing
our lifestyle and creating consciousness, it can help in well being. Let us work
towards adopting an International Yoga Day."told PM Modi, during his speech at
the UNGA.
MLZS, Nagpur celebrated ‘International Yoga Day’ on 7th June, 2021 in the
honourable presence of Respected Yogasevak Kedar Joshi, Principal MLZS Nagpur
Ms. Suneetha K, the RM Mr. Vilas Karlekar ,teachers and students.
“Yoga means addition. Addition of energy, strength and beauty to body, mind and
soul.”
The ‘Online Assembly’ depicted the innumerable benefits of Yoga. Yoga Day
celebration started by welcoming the chief guest Yogasevak Kedar Joshi. On this
occasion, Mrs. Priyanka Manwatkar delivered the introductory speech.
Yoga is not about doing exercise, stretching, bending and touching the feet, it is
unlocking the idea about what life is all about. It gives you an understanding of what
your goal is and the way to achieve it. Mr. Joshi the yog guru told. He added
further- ‘Yoga prevents Corona’. He explained the real meaning of Yoga.
During the session, Joshi Sir demonstrated various yoga-asanaas virtually and the
students and staff members followed him.
This‘Virtual Yoga Day’ ended with the ‘Vote of Thanks’ by Pratiksha Shambharkar .
Yoga is a mirror to look at ourselves from within. We need to assimilate this process
inside us for a fit body and mind. Stay fit

“There’s so much pollution in the air now that if it weren’t
for our lungs there’d be no place to put it all.” says– Robert
Orben
To bring in the awareness about those things that affect
the world and the environment in a positive and negative
way, World Environment Day is celebrated with the
slogan “Only One Earth.” This day acknowledges us with
the chance to broaden our vision, our opinions, and our
responsibilities toward preserving and enhancing the
environment.
The main aim is to raise awareness about emerging
environmental issues such as marine pollution, human
overpopulation, global warming, etc. This is a major issue
that needs to be discussed and highlighted in order to
protect nature, our environment.“Breathing can’t be
stopped, but we can change and purify the quality of the
air we breathe.”
Mount Litera Zee School- Nagpur, celebrated ‘World
Environment Day’ with a panache on 5th June 2021.
Teachers of Grades 6 to 10 conducted a Special Assembly
with power point presentation to help the students
understand the importance of ‘Environment’ in our lives.
Theme being "Each One- Plant One."
It was a five -day celebration to motivate others. The
students actively participated in reading stories and
making a `Terrarium’ with the help of plastic bottle for the
conservation of nature.

ENVIRONMENT WEEK

It stimulated the awareness on enhancing attention towards safeguarding it. The team along with students and parents took an oath to
conserve nature in all possible ways.The main objective of observing this week celebration was to empower the students to become the
agents of sustainable equitable development .Young Minds can make a lot of difference in making our planet a better place to live in.”
“If we do not permit the earth to produce beauty and joy, it will in the end not produce food, either”. – Joseph Wood Krutch. Let us
enjoy each and every moment on earth with its full contribution.
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WEBINARS

Dental hygiene

‘Every tooth in a man’s head is more valuable than a
diamond’…..Keeping this thought in mind, a webinar on children's
dental health was organized by Mount Litera Zee School, Nagpur on
the evening of 26th June, 2021 for Grades 1 to 5. Principal Suneetha K.
Madam, Manager Vilas Sir, all the faculty members and the students
of respective Grades attended the session. Establishing good habits at
an early age is important to keep our teeth healthy for life.
The Resource Person was Dr. Anjali Banswani Madam (BDS and
Cosmetologist).
She in the session, with the help of the PPT and a video, explained
how we should take proper care of our teeth. PPT was displayed to
illustrate the way we should brush teeth and take its care. She
briefed further about oral hygiene and dental care. She explicated
various problems such as ulcer, bleeding gums, mouth cancer could
be avoided on taking special care. It was an interactive and
informative session with students inquisitive with loads of problems.
Their doubts were satisfied with suggestions and patience.
Ensuring the fulfillment of requirement and healthy conversation as
mouth is main part to satisfy the possessor both ways -eating as well
speaking, the session came to end with vote of thanks by Kajal Pilley.
Cheers to all for happy cheering with shinning teeth and no denture.

Home-School Connection Mental and physical health of
the fathers

On June 22nd, webinar was
conducted for parents on the
agenda ‘Parents role in school
work and home work’. This
session was organised for the
parents of the children from
Grades 3 to 5.

The orator being Dr. Shyamala Dalvi a psychologist and
special educator, other dignitaries as the Principal Ms
Suneetha K, faculty members and parents registered their
presence in the session. Dr. Dalvi has a good experience of 25
years in this field and currently, she is working as a ‘Lead’ for
Inclusive Education with Zee learn Ltd..
She briefed the parents in detail of their role in children's
home work and class work. Parents’ questions and doubts
were shared by Mehzareen Sheikh and Gunjan Assudani.
Parent’s involvement in the session was very interactive and
remarkable. Many of the parents were inquisitive and posted
their questions in the chat box through out the session . All
the querries were satisfied by Dr. Shyamala with great zeal .
The webinar was fruitful for the participants as the topic was
very important in day to day learning .
The session ended on a positive note with vote of thanks .
Wishing one and all to be benefitted by the suggestion. Take
Care. Stay safe.

"Dads are most ordinary men turned by love into heroes,
adventurers, storytellers, and singers of song."
It’s a fact, no one can deny. Fathers are the pivots of family
. They should be fit to carry out all the roles the family
expects from them . Actually they aren’t
the superman but a title given to an
ordinary man who then starts
living the life of a superman.
He needs to be taken care of and
with deep realization and concern
the webinar conducted among the
Mount Litera Zee COCO schools
was a torch bearer for the mental and physical health of
the fathers who are either the parents of school, the staff
or from any corner of school.
"A dad is more than just the sum of his parts. He is the very
soul of the family."
To bring out this gesture a webinar was organized on the
eve of World Father’s Day on 20th June, 2021 from 4pm to
5pm. The resource person was Dr. Yogesh Chhabra from
Karnal. He focussed on
all the aspects of well being -mental, financial, social along
with physical health for the fathers. Presence of the
dignitaries like Principal Ms. Suneetha K and others was
the feather on the cap. The fathers were addressed by Mrs.
Deep Bedi ,Principal MlZS Karnal. This special status given
to the fathers was enjoyed by all with great admiration.
"A great father is no great man unless his child respects
him." Respect the fathers and cheer for them . Hip HIP
Hurray.
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Congratulations! You made it!

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then,
is not an act, but a habit.” ―Aristotle
It is a prevailing attitude to do something uncommon in a
common way. Akanksha Negi of Mount Litera Zee School,
Nagpur is such a girl with inner command and outer
excellence. She scored highest marks in her Secondary
School Examination with 98% and was awarded Certificate
of Merit from Central Board of Secondary Examination for
outstanding academic performance and for being among the
top 0.1 percent of successful candidates in English Language
and Literature.
“The secret of joy in work is contained in one
word―excellence. To know how to do something well is to
enjoy it.” ―Pearl S. Buck
We wish her all the success and same zeal for her
performances. Best Wishes.

Congratulations! We are proud of you!
"Desire is the starting point of all achievements, not a
hope, not a wish, but a keen pulsating desire which
transcends everything."
The quote better goes with the young talent Toshit
Waghmare of Mount Litera Zee School Nagpur, at
present in grade 12 .
Success, as with most things, starts with attitude.
When you're struggling, a small burst of inspiration
can make a huge difference. He cleared the National
Talent Search Examination 2020 conducted by
NCERT, New Delhi.
It was the beginning, actually "Things work out best
for those who make the best of how things work out,”
and he overcame with success in Kishore Vaigyanik
Protsahan Yojna and received fellowship.
Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojna is funded by Department
of science and Technology, Govt. of India.
Toshit has achieved 41st Rank in All India in Stream
SA. MLZS Team extends the hands of blessings with
desire that would take him on heights of felicitous life.
Best Wishes.

"Happiness is that state of consciousness which
proceeds from the achievement of one's values."
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BRAIN TEASERS

उ र
ाराअंजना सहारे
सं कृत श क
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ABDUL -THE TOY
MAN

The true son of Allah never felt bad and always
wanted his brother to grow.The 5 Crore property
was not the wish of that naive man to acquire.
He only wished to lead a life to satiate others. He
wrote a letter to his brother expressing his desire
not to get a single penny from him. Shyam was
moved by the words of his brother. Shyam on
One day, Saira needed Rs 500 to buy the best the success of Saira came to congratulate the
sports shoes for the upcoming competition. She whole family. Shyam couldn't raise his eyes in
felt proud of being selected as the only girl from regret of what he did. But, Abdul embraced
her school for the competition which would Shyam and tears rolled down from Shyam's eyes.
feature all the schools of Satna. A good running That day, Abdul and Shyam spoke for the whole
Abdul's wife Salma
Begum,
was
bedridden
and
to match
up withZee
othersSchool
who wereNagpur
from day. The whole family of Shyam and Abdul broke
Monthly newsletter ofshoes
Mount
Litera
hardly did any daily chores. Abdul's eldest son affluent families. Abdul thought for a moment as into laughter and joyous atmosphere.
Hasan, left his studies after fifth standard. He it was a big task for him to give that amount to
was a good toy maker and his toys became his talented daughter. Abdul didn't want to break Abdul's wife for the very first time after years
notable for everyone. Abdul's skills inculcated in her heart and found a night job which would cooked food for all. Shyam gave sweets and new
him and he carried his father's profession fetch him Rs 3000 in a month. Abdul's health dresses to the children and showered his love on
happily. Abdul's second child Nawab, was good deteriorated as the time passed by. He slept only them. Next morning, Abdul continued with his
in studies and always wanted to study in an for two hours before starting his day at 3:30 routine while Salma Begum cooked and packed
tiffin for her husband. Abdul with a broad smile
English medium school. He was also good every morning.
over his face walked to his workplace. Raju came
looking and often portrayed the role of Rama in
the colony's 'Ram Leela.' Abdul's third child and Saira practised a lot with her old-torn shoes for running to him and broke the news of his
only daughter Saira, was sprinter, a good runner. the competition. Finally before the day of the father's change in behavior. He was continuously
She always bagged first prize in running.
competition, her father brought a smile to girl's smiling and narrating his father's goodness in
face by gifting her new shoes. That morning front of a man who always believed his father
Abdul, who not only sold toys but also worked as Abdul prayed to Allah for herdaughter's would change. Abdul looked at Raju's bright eyes
poster paster during night time for two hours, invincible courage. At the evening time. The for the very first time expressing the happiness
his hard work never met the needs of his family. whole slum was overjoyed with Sarah's success of his lifetime. In the evening, when Abdul was
Abdul never showed apathy to anyone and that ran house-to-house. Abdul could not control coming back from his workplace when a truck
remained a jolly figure among his friends. He his tears when her nine-year-old daughter ran over him. The altruistic man was tossing up
didn't want his elder son to leave studies so garlanded the gold medal around his neck. She with blood. For the first time, the clear-visioned
early, but Hasan never showed interest in his was presented with a Rs 5000 cheque and man was feeling obscure. The truck- driver
studies. Nawab's dream of studying in English certificate that proved her excellence. Another absconded, some ran after the fleeing vehicle
medium school and Saira's dream of good news which unfolded on the same day was, and others crowded there. Out-of-nowhere came
representing the country were always in his eyes. Nawab stood first in his class. Abdul couldn't Shyam who stopped his car and came down to
He brought many books for the Nawab to control his tears, and Salma Begum after a long know the reason behind the crowded place.
enhance his knowledge.
time felt content and deeply satisfied. Saira got a
He was astonished to see
chance to play for the state. That night, Abdul
his brother lying on the road grimed with blood.
Salma, Abdul's wife , always led an unhappy life. cooked biryani for his family.
He yelled and took Abdul on his arms to the
After the birth of Hasan, her discontentment
made her bedridden. She always compared her He sent a message to his step brother Shyam hospital. Abdul who always slept on floor to give
life with others and failed to win over their who for years didn't see his face. Shyam, a son of comfort to his family was lying on the A. C. bed
riches. Abdul being a peace-loving man, tried to Faizaan (Abdul's father) second wife Neelima, for his treatment unconsciously. Shyam kept
make life simpler for them. But, he always failed who was Hindu. Faizaan, a Civil engineer, fell in awoke for the whole night for his brother who
to satisfy them. Abdul was above every religion love with Neelima while working for the same was fighting death. Shyam was told to deposit 5
and taught values of humanity to his children. site. Neelima was an educated lady and worked lakhs for further treatment and he did. Abdul's
Abdul used to help one of the Punjabi blind as an accountant in the same firm. Nafisa family prayed for his quick recovery and
gentlemen on his way to town. This sardarji (Abdul's mother) couldn't tolerate the betrayal of continuously remained with Shyam in hospital.
never missed his trip to Gurudwara and was her husband and was paralysed after her Shyam donated 10 lakh rupees clothes to the
helped by Abdul everyday. After reaching town, husband's wedding. Abdul was only 11 years old orphanage and Old age homes. Finally after four
he used to call for his toys. Raju never missed to when he found himself on the roadside selling days of struggle, the three children's father
answer his call and was there to spend his time potatoes. He later discovered his talent towards breathed the last. The whole family broke into
and narrate his heart's tale. Raju was a half- earthen toys. Faizaan tried to help Abdul to come tears and Shyam was in shock at what he did
orphaned child, whose mother was no more and back to him. But, Shyam never felt happy with with his elder brother. Raju cried and looked at
father had left. He didn't have a penny to buy Abdul and remained away from him. The time the toys given by the divine soul. The blind
the toys that tempted him everyday. But, Abdul came when Shyam realised that his brother Sardarji was looking for a hand as Abdul no
showered his benevolence on Raju by giving him would get half of his owned property. He cursed longer came to drop him. Hasan, Nawab and
toy everyday.
his father and later stabbed his brother on his Saira spent most of their time with Shyam in his
left leg. Abdul, who was unaware of his share , house. Shyam gifted a huge Bungalow worth Rs
5 crore to his brother's family. Salma, who
Raju always yearned for father's love which was had started limping from his left leg.
always wanted to be rich ,remained alone crying
never fulfilled by his drunkard father. Abdul tried
to console him whenever he sobbed with pain Abdul was a real son of Allah. He forgave his in her luxurious bed. She understood life and
after the whipped marks gave him sensation. brother for this deed, but Shyam showed his Abdul.
Raju was supported by one of his aunts who vindictiveness towards him. He never missed his
lived near his house. He was fed by this aunt as chance to show his rage on Abdul. He once
his father after finishing his peddler's job would invited Abdul for dinner and made him sit on the
run to burn his wife's death pain in alcohol. floor whereas he sat on a table.
Raju's life was in turmoil at night when his father
smashed him. His toys like elephants, horses,
tigers, dogs and cats were part of his life.
When most of the people were asleep deep in
their pillows, the lanky middle - aged, man
U Lhis
Y workplace.
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started walkingJto
who never missed his namaz, walked everyday
10 kms to sell his earthen toys. The children
lovingly called him 'Abdul Chacha.'
Every morning at five o'clock, he used to
leave his house and come back around seven in
the evening. Five times namaz performer always
used to go to the workplace as it was a
pilgrimage place for him.

He cried late at night for his mother's love who
left this eight-year-old child in the hands of an
inhuman father. Raju only smiled when he was
with Abdul. This generous man every time
assured him that one day his father would
become a true father for him.

THE LITERAEX

By:

Sudeep Sengupta
English Teacher
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IMPACT OF E - WASTE ON HUMAN HEALTH

The toxic substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE)
have an adverse impact on Human Health and Environment. EWaste is a diverse combination of different types of toxic
elements, which are capable of cresting an irreversible impact on
Human Health if not handled properly. One – third of wastes
comefrom Asia, with major contributions rom China and India.
These hazards arise due to improper recycling and disposal processes used. It can cause severe problems to places where
e-waste is recycled or burnt.

L i s t of so me co mm on h a zardo us su bsta nces affects Hu man Hea lth
1. Lead (Pb)-

4. Mercury

A neurotoxin that affects the kidneys and reproductive
system. Its effect is on mental development in children.

Affects CNS, kidney and immune system. It impairs foetus
growth, harms infants through mothers milk, also harm
through aquatic food chain.

2. Plastic

5. Beryllium

Found in cabinets, circuit boards, household articles, cables
etc. contains carcinogens give out Dioxins which can harm
reproductive and Immune system.

Found in switchboards and circuit. It is carcinogenic and
causes lung diseases.

3.Chromium

6. PC and Laptops

Used to protect metal housings and plates in computer from
corrosion. Chromium can damage liver, kidney and cause
asthma and lung cancer.

Recyclable material in PC and Laptops- fans, body, front
panel, frame, cable, loudspeaker, keyboards, freezer parts,
compressor, plastic shells etc.

The effects of improper disposal of E-waste on the
environment poses threats and dangers for soil, air, water,
plants, animals etc. When computer monitors and other
electronics are burned, creates cancer producing dioxins
and toxic fumes.

What can we do.?

1. Donation of EEE.
2. Some of the e-waste can be actually reused.
3. Use of different colored dustbin, RED dustbin to collect discarded e-wastes even at home.
4. Use of certified e-waste recycler.
5. Checking with government laws and regulations guiding ethical and safe disposal.
6. Grow your own sustainable eco - friendly kitchen garden.
7. Minimize wastes- avoid excessive packaging.

By:

Kajal Rathod
Bio Teacher

